The stop/glide boundary shift: modelling perceptual data.
Research in speech perception has suggested that listeners often adjust category boundary locations for differing contexts. The stop/glide (e.g.,/ba/vs./wa/) boundary shift occurring with changes in syllable duration has been interpreted as reflecting 'rate normalization' by some, whereas others have suggested an auditory basis for the shift. Clarification of both the causes and the effects of the stop/glide shift is being sought through experimentation intended to expand our knowledge of variations in the shift across different experimental treatments. The present study extends research on the stop/glide shift by (1) showing that the shift is not an artifact of a particular stimulus pattern that had been present in all the previous studies of the effect, (2) further demonstrating the nonlinear character of the identification shift, (3) providing additional evidence of the role of presentation format (mixed vs. blocked) in the identification shift, and (4) exploring boundary locations in various discrimination paradigms. The complex outcomes of the studies reported here as well as a variety of previous results are interpreted as compatible with expanded versions of the durational contrast hypothesis. Two versions are considered, one in which the shift is seen as due to a mechanism of contrastive perception that applies to events of comparable duration, and one in which the shift is seen as a perceptual error that occurs when the auditory system attempts to track frequency trajectories that change (i.e., pivot) over time.